
Rethinking the CSC Model for Natural Images – Rebuttal1

We thank the reviewers for their constructive comments and their valuable input. We provide our answers below.2

Response to reviewer #1:3

1. Patch averaging and CSC – “When you extract every patch in an image and do sparse coding, that is essentially4

equivalent to the convolutional case. The difference comes in the way you combine the patches back... using strided5

convolutions is effectively trying to do patch averaging with partial overlap.” – Sparse coding of overlapping patches6

is very different from the convolutional model (strided or not). The main difference is that the former solves a set of7

independent SC optimization problems (on patches), whereas the convolutional one solves a single global one (for the8

entire image). Hence, these models constitute completely different methodologies, and this is key in understanding9

our work. If indeed the two were the same, it would have been reflected in their performance. However, from the10

experimental section, the two differ significantly. In our work, we show that PA is indeed connected to the CSC model,11

being an MMSE approximation for q = n, implying an averaging of n2 solutions of n-strided CSC problems.12

2. Preprocessing – “In the paper it is argued that pre-processing is bad... The authors seem to criticize mean (or13

smooth component) subtraction before sparse coding” – In our work we highlight the fact that previous successful use14

of the CSC model apply it only on the high frequencies of the image. To date, however, no clear reasoning for this step15

was given. In this work, one of our contributions is in providing a clear theoretical explanation to this step, which is the16

problem of high coherence of the global dictionary. Furthermore, we show that the best results can be obtained even17

without any preprocessing steps by aiming for an MMSE estimation while using large strides. In our experiments, no18

preprocessing nor normalization steps are applied in either patch-based or the convolutional settings.19

“...in the experimental section there is a mention to debiasing the signals... ” – Debiasing refers to a projection of the20

input signal onto the atoms corresponding to the found support of the sparse vector by Least-Squares. This is commonly21

used when solving an `1 relaxation to the `0 problem, and has nothing to do with the preprocessing discussed above.22

3. Relation to [37] – “The network architecture proposed does not differ from previous LISTA-style methods and the23

only difference is essentially in the way you input the data.” – The main difference between the two architectures is that24

[37] originates from MAP estimation, whereas ours is inspired by the MMSE one. Furthermore, our architecture deals25

with the problem of high coherence by operating in a strided fashion. When the stride is q = 1 our model coincides26

with [37], and when it is q = n our architecture coincides with patch averaging. However, when 1 < q < n, we obtain27

a set of q2 global image estimates which are finally averaged together as suggested by the formulation of the MMSE28

estimator (Eq. (13) in the paper). Most importantly, our scheme arises from a deep understanding of the CSC model29

and its limitations as were discussed throughout our work, and indeed this leads to a significant 0.4dB improvement30

over [37] (in fact, using q = 1 leads to the worst performance).31

4. Sparsity level – “How do you choose the sparsity level?” – For the experiments described in section 4.1 we use the32

`1 (Basis Pursuit) in its error-bounded form, i.e. for the patch-based case we solve: minα ‖α‖1 s.t. ‖PiX−DLα‖ ≤ ε.33

We have added a comment regarding this matter in Section 4.1 in the paper. As we move to the learned network in34

section 4.2, the structure is induced from the ISTA algorithm and sparsity is governed by the supervised training.35

5. Novelty – “the novelty of the paper is very marginal and the main claim that connects PA SC with MMSE estimation36

with sparse priors is vague and not well justified.” – We refer the reviewer to comments 1 and 2 made by reviewer #2.37

Response to reviewer #3:38

1. The relevance of the CSC model – “CSC is now a quite old model, and there have been numerous works since that39

proposed CNNs for various image restoration tasks.” – While the CSC model is indeed not new, it still obtains state of40

the art performance in several image processing applications, as was mentioned in Section 2 in our paper. We believe41

that our work presents another success story for the CSC model while also shedding light on its limitations regarding42

natural images in the non-strided case, making it relevant alongside the existence of newer alternatives.43

2. The `0,∞ – “I did not understand the (0,infinity) norm notation” – This notation is taken from [31], and the definition44

is given in a footnote on page 3. Following this comment, however, we have added an additional definition on page 4.45

3. Comparison to previous work – “I am not sure whether the considered supervised baselines [52] and [53] achieve46

the best performance in the experimental setting chosen by the authors. [52] for instance focuses on non-Gaussian47

noise.” – Both these papers deal with Gaussian denoising. Indeed, [52] suggests using the same network for numerous48

tasks, such as single image super resolution. However, Gaussian denoising is the main application mentioned in both.49

4. Additional Experiments – “Conversely, it would be of interest to strengthen the numerical experiments...” –50

Following this comment, we have successfully trained our architecture for color image Gaussian denoising, achieving51

similar results to the ones reported in [52]-[53], and added them to the paper. Furthermore, we are currently working on52

incorporating JPEG deblocking results, similar to those reported in [52]. Thank you for improving our paper.53


